INNOVATION
INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURS TALK IN LINK CAFÉ
ABOUT THE NEED FOR INNOVATION

‘WOULD YOU HAVE DONE
THE SAME?’
Innovation is exhilarating. But there are ways of getting more of a grip on things.
That’s when what was once thought impossible becomes a reality, such as perfectly
autonomous cars or 3D spectacle lenses with wonderful applications. To mention
just a couple of examples from the Link Café. That meeting was held in the former
Honig soup factory in Nijmegen at the end of March. ‘Totally new players have a
great deal of influence on what our market looks like.’
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five is the ultimate goal. Level two is what you
see in clips on the motorway now. They
contain hundreds of dollars’ worth of extra
chips. That presents a huge opportunity for
us, though also a great deal of responsibility.’

communication between cars is around
already, but only for simple information and
it isn’t yet transferable across the plethora of
brands that exist.’

RETROFIT DOES NOT EXIST
CROSSING IN AN ORDERLY FASHION
NXP Semiconductors is the world’s number
one in chips for cars. If the market mushrooms, then the company will need to invest
heavily in order to defend or even expand on
that position. NXP Eindhoven and Nijmegen
spend a quarter of a billion dollars a year on
their R&D. Autonomous driving calls for
interplay between a large number of parties,
including entirely new ones: Google with its
Internet, Rijkswaterstaat, which will need to
invest in technology capable of understanding
those autonomous cars. Alibaba has Alicloud,
a cloud platform for car entertainment. ‘These
totally new players have a great deal of influence on what our market looks like. We
need to get involved. The complexity is huge.’
Maurice Geraets shows a clip of a car righting
itself on a slippery road surface fully automatically. As well as cars that communicate
with one another and simultaneously cross a
junction unmanned and without colliding.
That’s not so much to do with AI or sensors,
but rather with them simply telling each
other what their intention is and negotiating
priority. ‘It’ll be a fairly long time until this is
possible, because that standardisation of

The big question is what could be done to
expedite the autonomous driving market. It
has a positive impact on road safety, on emissions, on road use. NXP is keen to solve social
problems more rapidly and at the same time
get more business from it. ‘When you look at
the total chaos that exists on Vietnamese
streets, then you’re forced to recognise that
self-driving cars are still a long way away from
coping with something like that. But on the
other hand, you’d have had dozens of coaches
and one car driving on 5th Avenue in New
York back in 1900. A decade or so later the
opposite was the case. More change will come
in the automotive sector over the next decade
than has come over the past 50 years.’
We do, of course, have a legacy on our hands:
the average car in the Netherlands is now
10 years old and there are no retrofit solutions
to incorporate autonomous driving technology. But there’s no need to panic now, as if
15 percent are capable of autonomous driving
then that will already have a tremendous
effect. After all, the traffic between these vehicles will adapt to those cars optimising their
behaviour. Legislation will also need to move
with the times. And then there will be many

FIFTH EDITION LINK CAFÉ
Link Magazine’s fifth Link Café, sponsored by
Siemens Industry Software and Berenschot, was
held in Nijmegen at the end of March, in an old
factory where Honig used to make its soups.
This time round, the Industriële Kring voor
Nijmegen en Omgeving was involved in organising
the Link Café. The theme: ‘the necessity of
innovation and the structures thereof’.
Between the speeches the participants came to
the table in an informal atmosphere and discussed
questions presented by the speakers. In excess
of 60 OEMs and suppliers attended the event.
Joes Wigman, Managing Director of the
Operations advisory group at Berenschot,
conducted the afternoon session.
www.nxp.com
www.luxexcel.com
www.vanberlo.nl
www.plm.automation.siemens.com
www.berenschot.nl
www.iknijmegen.nl

people who are opposed to autonomous driving or the vast quantities of data collection
surrounding it. An idea from the audience:
‘Maybe we should completely write off one
TO BE CONTINUED ON PAGE 26
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MAJOR QUEST
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busy bringing that 3D autonomous driving: those people fixated on driving themselves.’

Could you ever see Max Verstappen driving
an automated guided vehicle?
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know what the root cause is.
Van Berlo has one important question for the
entrepreneur: how will you stay relevant with
your products over the next few years? ‘Ostensibly a simple question. Look at three things:
what are the capabilities of your staff like,
the skills to develop? Is there a culture of
innovation? And do you have a well-honed
proposition: who are your customers, are you
competitive?’ It’s about creating value. Distinguishing oneself by means of material value
isn’t everything. What’s your immaterial value
like: how are you framing and positioning
yourself, what’s your drive, what do you belie-

ve in?’ Look at things from the perspective of
the user: what does he need, how can the
business adapt to meet that need?

INNOVATION ENGINE

‘At VanBerlo, we know how a company can
lend its innovation structure’, says innovation
strategist Bart Versteeg. Innovation is regarded as something vague, the fuzzy front end.
‘But if you know what you’re doing, then
innovation really isn’t all that complicated.’
He shows a slide of the Innovation Engine: an
innovation strategy is crucial, as is an innovation portfolio (where are your markets and
customers?) and
innovation processes
(how do you structure your processes
within the company?) and the innovation practice (what
methods are you
using?). And do you
have your innovation
governance in order?
What measuring
points are relevant?
Bart Versteeg could
keep listing questions: do people feel
Maurice Geraets, Managing Director of NXP Netherlands: ‘Beating a Formula 1 driver like
safe and free to put
Verstappen with an autonomous car is a major challenge that would take the technology to its
forward ideas? Is the
outermost limits’.

company integrated within networks? These
are often soft values, but they are
extremely important. ‘If your innovation
climate is poor, then your company isn’t
innovative at all. Is there an opportunity to go
against the grain or does nobody ever cast a
critical eye over things.’ And note his words: if
a company’s vision isn’t clear, then nothing
new will ever be created.
Further information on Versteeg’s research
into the factors that determine a company’s
capacity for innovation can be found in
Link Magazine April 2019.
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